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Test for students 

 

1.   Complete the reported questions with the correct pronouns       

                                                                                                                                

1.  She asked _______  if I wanted anything.                                   

2.  Kate asked _______  when he would be back.                            

3.  Joe asked _______  if she could help him.                                   

4.  She asked _______  if we had finished.                                       

5.  He asked _______ where they were going.                                  

 

 

2.   Report the questions.  

 

1.  ‘Have you seen Mary?’ Simon asked Tom. 

 ___________________________________ 

2.   ‘What’s the time?’ Daniel asked his dad. 

 ___________________________________ 

3.  ‘Will you be long?’ he asked me. 

 ___________________________________ 

4.   ‘Did you go to the concert yesterday?’ Grace asked Jane. 

 ___________________________________ 

5.   ‘How are you going to get to London next week?’ my mum asked me. 

      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3.   Circle the letter of the correct answer to complete each sentence. Example: 

Jennifer never …………….. coffee. 

(A) drink                 (C ) is drinking                                                                        A  B  C  D 

(B) drinks                (D) was drinking 

 

 

       1.       „You look beautiful in that dress.“ 

    Last night she told me …………………. beautiful in that  dress. 

                  (A)   you look                              (C )   you´ll look                                                 A  B  C  D 

                  (B)   you looked                          (D)   I looked 

        2.       We´d better find out ………. the train has left.  

                  (A)   if                               (C )   has                                                                 A  B  C  D 

                  (B)   does                                       (D)   did  

         3.     I wonder who …………………….. . 

                 (A)   our waiter is?                        (C )    our waiter is.                                           A  B  C  D 

                 (B)    is our waiter .                       (D)   is our waiter? 

          4.     Dan …………. me that he was bored with his job.                                                A  B  C  D 

     ( A )   said                                      ( C )   told 
     ( B )   spoke                                   ( D )   thought 

            5.     „Open the window, please.“ 

                      She pleased me ………………. the window.                                                          A  B C  D                                

                   ( A )   to open                               ( C   I  open                                              

                   ( B )   I  open                                ( D )   I will open 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4.   Complete the sentences with the correct words.      

                                                                   

                                                                                                    

 

 

1.    What _______ we do tonight?                                                            

A shall  B will 

2.    I’m not in the _______.                                                                       

A feeling   B mood 

3.    There’s nothing _______ watching on TV.                                          

A worth   B good 

4.    We could have a meal _______ .                                                         

A otherwise   B instead 

5.    OK, you’ve _______  me.                                                                      

A persuaded   B pushed 

 

 

 

 

Test for teachers with answers 

 

 

1.   Complete the reported questions with the correct pronouns       

                                          

 

                                                                                         Correct answers: 

1. She asked _______  if I wanted anything.                                  me 

2. Kate asked _______  when he would be back.                           him 

3. Joe asked _______  if she could help him.                                  her 

4. She asked _______  if we had finished.                                      us 

5. He asked _______ where they were going.                                 them 

 

 



2.   Report the questions.  

 

1.  ‘Have you seen Mary?’ Simon asked Tom. 

 ___________________________________ 

2.   ‘What’s the time?’ Daniel asked his dad. 

 ___________________________________ 

3.  ‘Will you be long?’ he asked me. 

 ___________________________________ 

4.   ‘Did you go to the concert yesterday?’ Grace asked Jane. 

 ___________________________________ 

5.   ‘How are you going to get to London next week?’ my mum asked me. 

      ________________________________________________ 

  Correct answers: 

 

1. Simon asked Tom if he had seen Mary. 

2. Daniel asked his dad what the time was. 

3. He asked me if I would be long. 

4. Grace asked Jane if she had been to the concert the day before. 

5. My mum asked me how I was going to get to London the next week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.   Circle the letter of the correct answer to complete each sentence. Example: 

Jennifer never …………….. coffee. 



(A) drink                 (C ) is drinking                                                                        A  B  C  D 

(B) drinks                (D) was drinking 

 

 

       1.       „You look beautiful in that dress.“ 

    Last night she told me …………………. beautiful in that  dress. 

                  (A)   you look                              (C )   you´ll look                                                 A  B  C  D 

                  (B)   you looked                          (D)   I looked 

        2.       We´d better find out ………. the train has left.  

                  (A)   if                               (C )   has                                                                 A  B  C  D 

                  (B)   does                                       (D)   did  

         3.     I wonder who …………………….. . 

                 (A)   our waiter is?                        (C )    our waiter is.                                           A  B  C  D 

                 (B)    is our waiter .                       (D)   is our waiter? 

          4.     Dan …………. me that he was bored with his job.                                                A  B  C  D 

     ( A )   said                                      ( C )   told 
     ( B )   spoke                                   ( D )   thought 

            5.     „Open the window, please.“ 

                      She pleased me ………………. the window.                                                          A  B C  D                                

                      ( A )   to open                               ( C   I  open                                              

                      ( B )   I  open                                ( D )   I will open 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  Complete the sentences with the correct words.  

                                                                      

                                                                                                   Correct answers: 



 

 

1. What _______ we do tonight?                                                           A 

A shall  B will 

2. I’m not in the _______.                                                                      B 

A feeling   B mood 

3. There’s nothing _______ watching on TV.                                         A  

A worth   B good 

4. We could have a meal _______ .                                                        B 

A otherwise   B instead 

5. OK, you’ve _______  me.                                                                     A 

A persuaded   B pushed 
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